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2. Abstract. The original description of multicriteria discrete DM problem resolving process is proposed.
Actually, this process is now represented as a step-by-step transformation of preference structures. The
standardization of such new approach is conducted, the investigation of basic preference structures, standard
problems of data transformation and formal models being implied. The techniques of linear ordering, group
ranking and knapsack problem solving are considered in details.
Such original approach sets the foundations of standard instrumental DSS for the intelligent flexible information processing DM technologies, the way to practical application of the technological approaches to real
DM problems being foreseen thereafter.
Several examples of applications for various domains are available (control o production quality, computer
network design, housebuiling, etc.). The examples included give and a real opportunity to non-experienced
reader (e.g., engineer, manager, architect, etc.) to get acquainted with the DM concepts and their real basis.
The book generalizes the results of the recent authors’s theoretical and practical investigations.
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4.
The book was read and appreciated by several well-known specialists in decision-making, artificial
intelligence, and combinatorial optimization, namely Academicians S.V. Emelyanov and G.S. Pospelov, Dr.
Sci. V.M. Solodov, Dr. Sc.V.I. Tsourkov and some others. Their recommendations note the high scientific
level of the book, the desirability of its publishing being underlined specially.

